A collaborative effort between Ridgeline Outdoor Collective, Catamount Trail Association, and the United States Forest Service.

**BACKCOUNTRY SAFETY**

**YOUR RESPONSIBILITY**

Every year people are injured, lost or even die in winter recreation related accidents. You are entering a remote, unpatrolled area where hidden hazards, changing conditions and varied terrain all affect your safety. Be prepared for a backcountry emergency by carrying enough gear and extra warm clothing to be self-sufficient for an extended period of time. Help can be difficult to summon and there may be significant delay in receiving emergency assistance. Never ski/ride alone.

**NO VEGETATION CUTTING IN THESE AREAS**

The future of additional access opportunities relies on you - respect public and private lands.

To volunteer, contact Ridgeline at www.ridgelineoutdoorcollective.org

STAY IN CONTROL, KEEP IT LOCAL, HONOR THE TREES, HONOR THE AREA.